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XLP: A Cross-Layer Protocol for Efficient
Communication in Wireless Sensor Networks

Mehmet C. Vuran, Member, IEEE, and Ian F. Akyildiz Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Severe energy constraints of battery-powered sensor
nodes necessitate energy-efficient communication in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). However, the vast majority of the
existing solutions is based on classical layered protocols approach,
which leads to significant overhead. It is much more efficient
to have a unified scheme which blends common protocol layer
functionalities into a cross-layer module. In this paper, a cross-
layer protocol (XLP) is introduced, which achieves congestion
control, routing, and medium access control in a cross-layer
fashion. The design principle of XLP is based on the cross-layer
concept of initiative determination, which enables receiver-based
contention, initiative-based forwarding, local congestion control,
and distributed duty cycle operation to realize efficient and
reliable communication in WSNs. The initiative determination
requires simple comparisons against thresholds, and thus is very
simple to implement, even on computationally impaired devices.
To the best of our knowledge, XLP is the first protocol that
integrates functionalities of all layers from PHY to transport
into a cross-layer protocol. A cross-layer analytical framework is
developed to investigate the performance of the XLP. Moreover,
in a cross-layer simulation platform, the state-of-the- art layered
and cross-layer protocols have been implemented along with XLP
for performance evaluations. XLP significantly improves the com-
munication performance and outperforms the traditional layered
protocol architectures in terms of both network performance and
implementation complexity.

Index Terms—Cross-Layer Protocol, Congestion Control,
Routing, Medium Access Control, Wireless Sensor Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are event-based
systems that exploit the collective effort of densely

deployed sensor nodes and continuously observe a certain
physical phenomenon. The main goal is to reliably de-
tect/estimate event features from the collective information
provided by sensor nodes respecting their limited energy,
storage, and processing capabilities. To this end, there has
been significant amount of research efforts that aim to develop
collaborative networking protocols to achieve communication
with maximum energy efficiency.

The majority of the communication protocols are indi-
vidually developed and optimized for different networking
layers, i.e., transport, network, medium access control (MAC),
and physical layers. While these protocols achieve very high
performance in terms of the metrics related to each of these
individual layers, they are not jointly designed and optimized
to maximize the overall network performance while minimiz-
ing the energy expenditure. Considering the scarce energy and
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processing resources of WSNs, joint design of networking
layers, i.e., cross-layer design, stands as the most promising
alternative that has gained interest recently.

Recent results [13], [15] reveal that cross-layer integration
and design techniques result in significant improvement in
terms of energy efficiency in WSNs. These results have,
recently, led to several solutions on the cross-layer interaction
and design [2], [3], [5], [7], [8], [9], [11], [21], [22], [27],
[28], [29], [38], [39]. A detailed discussion of these solutions
can be found in [25]. However, as discussed in Section II,
these studies either provide analytical results without any
communication protocol design, or perform cross-layer design
within a limited scope, e.g., routing and MAC layers.

Clearly, there is still much to be gained by rethinking
the functionalities of protocol layers in a unified way so
as to provide a single communication module for efficient
communication in WSNs. To this end, this paper introduces a
novel concept, i.e., initiative determination and illustrates how
certain traditional networking functionalities can be jointly
designed based on this concept to implement a cross-layer
operation of medium access, distributed routing, and local
congestion control functionalities. The initiative determination
procedure is used for each node to decide on participating in
communication based on its current state related to link quality,
location, current traffic load, buffer level, and remaining en-
ergy level. These fundamental operation states are incorporated
into a unified decision incentive to define a node’s level of will-
ingness in participating in the communication. Accordingly, a
cross-layer protocol (XLP) is developed to achieve efficient
and reliable event communication in WSNs with minimum
energy expenditure.1 In a cross-layer simulation platform, the
state-of-the-art layered and cross-layer protocol configurations
have been implemented along with XLP to provide a complete
performance evaluation. Analytical performance evaluation
and simulation experiment results show that XLP significantly
improves the communication performance and outperforms the
traditional layered and recent cross-layer protocol architectures
in terms of both network performance and implementation
complexity. These results highlight the advantages of the
initiative concept, which is a novel perspective for networking
in WSNs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide a review of existing work on cross-
layer design in WSNs. The XLP basics, overview, and proto-
col description are introduced in Section III as well as the
theoretical analysis framework. In Section IV, we provide
performance evaluations of the XLP solution and provide a
comparative analysis with five layered suites. Finally, the paper

1A preliminary version of this work has appeared in [2].
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is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A cross-layer MAC/routing protocol has been independently
proposed by [29] and [39]. In [38] and [39], the performance
analysis of the geographical random forwarding (GeRaF) al-
gorithm is presented. This algorithm introduces receiver-based
routing for cross-layer interaction between MAC and routing
layers. However, the GeRaF algorithm requires a sensor node
with two radios for signaling, which may not be feasible in
some scenarios. In [37], the MAC protocol is modified for
a single radio node. However, the solutions in [37], [38],
[39] consider a perfect channel model and are based purely
on geographical relations. In [29], a receiver-based routing
protocol is proposed, where the performance of the protocol is
analyzed based on a simple channel model and lossless links.
Moreover, the latency performance of the protocol is presented
based on different delay functions and collision rates. Also, the
effect of the physical layer are not considered in the protocol
operation.

An integrated MAC/routing solution is proposed in [26] for
geographical routing in WSNs, which considers a realistic
channel model including fading channel statistics. However,
this work focuses on the interaction between MAC and routing
layers and omits the transport layer and physical layer issues.
Furthermore, the integrated MAC/routing scheme proposed in
this work does not explicitly address the energy-efficiency
requirement of energy-constrained sensor networks.

In [2], we have developed the cross-layer protocol (XLP),
which integrates physical, MAC, routing, as well as transport
layer functionalities into a unified communication framework.
In this work, we extend this protocol to distributively account
for the local minima experienced by geographical routing
protocols, provide an analytical analysis of the XLP protocol,
and perform extensive comparative evaluations including state-
of-the-art layered and cross-layer protocols.

Recently, receiver-based contention techniques have also
been adopted in several cross-layer MAC and routing pro-
tocols. The adaptive load balanced algorithm (ALBA) is
described in [3], [4], and [5], which is based on the GeRaF
framework in [38]. In addition to the location of the nodes, the
traffic load on each node is considered for route establishment.
More specifically, each potential node computes two values:
geographic priority index (GPI) and queue priority index
(QPI), which indicate the progress of the node towards the
destination and its traffic load, respectively. Accordingly, if
a node has a packet to send, it sends several RTS packets
to scan QPI and GPI values of its neighbors. Each neighbor
responds to this packet by CTS packets if their values match
the requested values. The source node then selects one of the
neighbors if the requested value is found. Moreover, in [5],
ALBA-R is proposed, which enhances the original protocol
to avoid local minima in routing through a coloring scheme
called Rainbow. Based on its previous success in finding
relays, each node assigns itself a different color, which is used
to participate in communication. While ALBA-R employs
a cross-layer MAC/routing technique, the route selection is
performed at the sender node, which incurs high overhead
due to the QPI and GPI scanning. Moreover, the transport layer
issues such as congestion control are not completely addressed
in ALBA-R as we will discuss in Section IV.

In [11], an integrated MAC/routing (MACRO) protocol is
developed, where the next hops are selected according to a
weighted progress factor, which considers the progress towards
destination per transmitted power. MACRO also employs the
receiver-based contention scheme but considers only energy
efficiency and geographical locations for communication. The
convergent MAC (CMAC) protocol is developed in [21],
where next hop nodes are selected according to a normalized
latency metric. The CTS replies are prioritized according
to this metric and the routes are selected based on this
prioritization mechanism.

In [22], an integrated routing and interest dissemination
system (IRIS) is proposed, where several communication
techniques including node density estimation, hop count-based
routing protocol, and an interest dissemination system are
integrated into a cross-layer framework. Although this cross-
layer framework is shown to provide fast dissemination and
balanced operation in an heterogeneous setting, transport layer
issues such as congestion control have not been addressed. In
[27], a routing protocol is proposed, where a weighted cost
function including position cost, queuing cost, and remaining
energy cost is used for relay selection. The position cost is
associated with the angular offset of the potential relay node
from the base station as seen by the transmitting node.

While there exist several cross-layer protocols that ex-
ploit the receiver-based contention and geographical routing
principles, these solutions are limited to MAC and routing
cross-layer operation. However, network congestion and link
reliability that are related to transport and physical layer
functionalities are yet to be considered in a unified cross-layer
protocol.

In [7] and [8], a cross-layer optimization solution for power
control at the physical layer and congestion control at the
transport layer is considered. Moreover, a cross-layer analy-
sis of the impact of physical layer constraints on link-level
and network-level performance of CDMA sensor networks
is presented in [10]. This work underlines important trade-
offs between topology control and receiver design principles.
However, these studies apply only to CDMA-based wireless
multihop networks which may not apply to WSNs where
CDMA technology may not be the most efficient scheme.

In [28], new forwarding strategies for geographic routing are
proposed based on the analytical work in [40]. Expressions for
the optimal forwarding distance for networks with and without
ARQ are also provided. However, the forwarding protocol
does not consider the impact of medium access and results
in a high overhead. Moreover, the analysis for the distribution
of optimal hop distance is based on a linear network structure,
which may not be practical for WSNs, where a 2-dimensional
terrain exists.

In [9], a joint routing, MAC, and link layer optimization
framework is proposed. Although the optimization problems
are insightful, no communication protocol for practical imple-
mentation is proposed. Moreover, the transport layer issues
such as congestion and flow control are not considered.
Furthermore, in [19] and [20], a thorough investigation of
optimization techniques for cross-layer design in wireless
networks are performed. It has been stated that scheduling
constitutes the bottleneck in optimization due to the nonconvex
nature of the scheduling problem. Consequently, in [20], a
distributed cross-layer congestion control and scheduling al-
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gorithm is developed. However, the provided solution focuses
only on two layers for cross-layer design including transport
and link layers.

These studies either provide analytical results without any
communication protocol design, or perform cross-layer design
within limited scope, e.g., only routing and MAC. In this
paper, we argue that a new networking paradigm is required
to design a cross-layer protocol that addresses medium access,
routing, and congestion issues in WSNs.

III. XLP: CROSS-LAYER PROTOCOL FOR WSNS

The design principle of XLP is a unified cross-layering
such that both the information and the functionalities of
three fundamental communication paradigm (medium access,
routing, and congestion control) are considered in a single
protocol operation. Consequently, XLP incorporates the re-
quired functionalities by considering the channel effects.2 The
details of these functionalities are explained in the following
sections. Before explaining the specifics of the XLP operation,
we first introduce the initiative determination concept, which
constitutes the core of the XLP.

A. Initiative Determination
The initiative determination concept coupled with the

receiver-based contention mechanism provides freedom to
each node in participating in communication. In WSNs,
the major goal of a communication suite is to successfully
transport event information by constructing (possibly) multi-
hop paths to the sink. To this end, the cross-layer initiative
determination concept constitutes the core of the XLP and
implicitly incorporates the intrinsic communication function-
alities required for successful communication in WSNs.

A node, i, initiates transmission by informing its neighbors
that it has a packet to send. This is achieved by broadcasting a
request to send (RTS) packet. Upon receiving this packet, each
neighbor of node i decides to participate in the communication
or not. This decision is made through the initiative determi-
nation based on the current state of the node. The initiative
determination is a binary operation where a node decides to
participate in communication if its initiative is 1. Denoting the
initiative as I, it is determined as follows:

I =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, if

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ξRTS ≥ ξTh

λrelay ≤ λTh
relay

β ≤ βmax

Erem ≥ Emin
rem

0, otherwise

(1)

The initiative is set to 1 if all four conditions in (1) are satis-
fied, where each condition constitutes a certain communication
functionality in XLP. The first condition, i.e., ξRTS ≥ ξTh

, ensures reliable links to be constructed for communication
based on the current channel conditions. For this purpose, it
is required that the received signal to noise ratio (SNR) of an
RTS packet, ξRTS , is above some threshold ξTh for a node to
participate in communication. The effect of this threshold on

2Note that the sensor nodes equipped with XLP will still have RF
transceiver which has all necessary physical layer functionalities, e.g., mod-
ulation/demodulation, channel coding, RF power control, specified according
to the specific deployment and application requirements.

routing and energy consumption performance will be analyzed
and the most efficient value of this threshold will be chosen
in Section III . The second, i.e., λrelay ≤ λTh

relay , and the
third, i.e., β ≤ βmax, conditions are used for local congestion
control in XLP. As will be explained in Section III-F, the
second condition prevents congestion by limiting the traffic
a node can relay. More specifically, a node participates in
the communication if its relay input rate, λrelay , is below
some threshold λTh

relay . The third condition ensures that the
buffer occupancy level of a node, β, does not exceed a
specific threshold, βmax, so that the node does not experience
buffer overflow and the congestion is prevented. The last
condition, i.e., Erem ≥ Emin

rem , ensures that the remaining
energy of a node Erem stays above a minimum value, Emin

rem .
This constraint helps preserve uniform distribution of energy
consumption throughout the network.

The cross-layer functionalities of XLP lie in these con-
straints that define the initiative of a node to participate in
communication. Using the initiative concept, XLP performs
receiver-based contention, initiative-based forwarding, local
congestion control, hop-by-hop reliability, and distributed op-
eration. The details of XLP operation are explained next.
More specifically, we first define the basic parameters and
the network model considered for the operation of XLP in
Section III-B. For a successful communication, a node first
initiates transmission using a broadcast message as explained
in Section III-C. Then, the neighbors that receive this message
perform initiative determination. The neighbors that decide
to participate in communication perform receiver-based con-
tention or angle-based routing as described in Section III-D
and Section III-E, respectively. Moreover, the local congestion
control component ensures energy efficient as well as reliable
communication by two-step congestion control as explained
in Section III-F. Finally, based on this protocol operation
description, the operation of XLP is analytically investigated
in Section III-G.

B. Basics, Definitions, and Network Model

We assume the following network model for the operation
of XLP: Each node performs a distributed duty cycle operation
such that the transceiver circuit of the node is on for a certain
fraction of the time and is switched off for the remaining
fraction of the time, during which the sensors can still sample
data. The on-off periods are managed through a duty cycle
parameter, δ, which defines the fraction of the time a node
is active. More specifically, each node is implemented with a
sleep frame with length TS sec. A node is active for δ × TS

sec and is asleep state for (1 − δ) × TS sec. Note that
the start and end times of each node’s sleep cycle are not
synchronized. Consequently, a distributed duty cycle operation
is employed. Furthermore, we assume that each node is aware
of its location. This assumption is motivated by the fact that
WSN applications inherently require location information to
associate the observed information by each node to a physical
location. Hence, each node is required to be aware of its
location, which can be provided through either an on-board
GPS or a localization algorithm [23]. Thus, it is only natural
to leverage this information for communication. The network
model is also geared towards event-based information flow,
where nodes send information to a single stationary sink if an
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Fig. 1. Priority regions and the prioritization mechanism.

event occurs in their vicinity. The area that an event occurs is
denoted as the event area and the nodes in this area generate
event information. Based on this network model, the protocol
operation details are explained in the following sections.

C. Transmission Initiation

When a node i has a packet to transmit, it first listens to
the channel for a specific period of time. If the channel is
occupied, the node performs backoff based on its contention
window size, CWRTS . When the channel is idle, the node
broadcasts an RTS packet, which contains the location infor-
mation of the sensor node i and the sink. This packet also
serves as a link quality indicator and helps the neighbors
to perform receiver-contention, which is explained in Section
III-D. When a neighbor of node i receives an RTS packet,
it first checks the source and destination locations. We refer
to the region, where the neighbors of a node that are closer
to the sink reside, as the feasible region and the remaining
neighborhood as the infeasible region. A node, which receives
a packet, first checks if it is inside the feasible region. To
save energy, nodes inside the infeasible region switch to sleep
for the duration of the communication. The nodes inside the
feasible region perform initiative determination as explained in
Section III. If a node decides to participate in communication,
it performs receiver contention as explained next.

D. Receiver Contention

The receiver contention operation of XLP leverages the ini-
tiative determination concept with the receiver-based routing
approach [29], [38]. After an RTS packet is received, if a node
has an initiative to participate in the communication, i.e., I =
1, it performs receiver contention to forward the packet. The
receiver contention is based on the routing level of each node,
which is determined based on the progress a packet would
make if the node forwards the packet. The feasible region is
divided into Np priority regions, i.e., Ai, i = 1, ..., Np. Nodes
with longer progress have higher priority over other nodes.
According to the location information, each node determines
its priority region and performs contention for medium access
as explained next.

Each priority region, Ai, corresponds to a backoff window
size, CWi. Based on its location, a node backs off for∑i−1

j=1 CWj + cwi, where cwi is randomly chosen such that

cwi ∈ [0, CWi]. This backoff scheme helps differentiate
nodes of different progress into different prioritization groups.
Only nodes inside the same group contend with each other.
The winner of the contention sends a CTS packet to node
i indicating that it will forward the packet. On the other
hand, if during backoff, a potential receiver k receives a CTS
packet, it determines that another potential receiver j with a
longer progress has accepted to forward the packet and node
k switches to sleep for the duration of the communication.

The case for Np = 3 priority regions is shown in Fig.
1. Based on their potential advancement, each feasible node
corresponds to one of the three priority regions A1, A2, or
A3. The backoff scheme is also illustrated in Fig. 1, where the
possible times when a CTS packet can be sent are shown. As
an example, if a node in A2 satisfies the initiative function,
it first waits for CW2 in addition to a random cw2 value.
Consequently, the node in A2 can transmit CTS packet only
if no node in A1 transmits a CTS packet.

When node i receives a CTS packet from a potential
receiver, it determines that the receiver contention has ended
and sends a DATA packet with the position of the winner
node in the header. The CTS and DATA packets both inform
the other contending nodes about the transmitter-receiver pair.
Hence, other nodes stop contending and switch to sleep. In
the case of two nodes sending CTS packets without hearing
each other, the DATA packet sent by node i can resolve the
contention. It may happen that multiple CTS packets from
the same priority region can collide and a node from a lower
priority region can be selected. XLP does not try to resolve this
problem as this probability is very low since the contention
region is already divided into multiple regions and the cost of
trying to resolve this outweighs the gains.

Note that node i may not receive a CTS packet because
of three reasons: (1) CTS packets collide, (2) There exists no
potential neighbors with I = 1, or (3) There exists no nodes in
the feasible region. However, node i cannot differentiate these
three cases by the lack of a CTS packet. Hence, the neighbors

of node i send a keep alive packet after
∑Np

j=1 CWj + cw if
no communication is overheard. In this case, cw is a random
number, where cw ∈ [0, CW ] and Np is the number of
priority regions as explained before. The existence of a keep
alive packet notifies the sender that there exist nodes closer
to the sink, but the initiative in (1) is not met for any of
these nodes. With the reception of this packet, node performs
retransmission. However, if a keep alive packet is not received,
the node continues retransmission in case there is a CTS packet
collision. If no response is received after k retries, node i
determines that a local minimum is reached and switches to
angle-based routing mode as explained next.

E. Angle-based Routing

Since the routing decisions depend, in part, on the locations
of the receivers, there may be cases where the packets reach
local minima. In other words, a node may not find any feasible
nodes that are closer to the sink than itself. This problem is
known as communications void in geographical routing-based
approaches and is generally resolved through face routing
techniques [6], [12], [17], [18], [31]. Although localized, face
routing necessitates a node to communicate with its neighbors
to establish a planarized graph and construct routes to traverse
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around the void. This requires information exchange between
the neighbors of a node. Since this communication increases
the protocol overhead, we introduce a stateless solution to face
routing, i.e., angle-based routing technique.

The main principle of the angle-based routing can be seen
in Fig. 2. When a packet reaches node i, which is a local
minimum towards the sink, the packet has to be routed around
the void either in clock-wise direction (through node j) or
in counter clock-wise direction (through node k). Assume
that lines are drawn between the node i and the sink, s, as
well as between node i and its neighbors. If we compare the
angles between the line i, s and the other lines, the angle � sij
(angle � sik) has the smallest angle in the counter clock-wise
(clock-wise) routing direction. Using this geometric property,
routes can be constructed around the void. Once a direction
is set (clock-wise or counter clock-wise), the packet traverses
around the void using the same direction. Hence, for angle-
based routing, we introduce the term traversal direction to
indicate this direction. Note that clockwise (counter clock-
wise) traversal direction refers to the traversal direction of the
packets rather than the way the angles are measured.

When a node switches to angle-based routing mode, it also
sets the traversal direction to clock-wise and sends an RTS
packet, which indicates both the routing mode and the traversal
direction. The nodes that receive this packet calculate their
angle relative to the source-sink direction. Denoting the angle
by θij , node j sets its contention window to cθij +cwi, where
cwi is a random number, and c is a constant.3 The node with
the smallest angle (hence, the smallest contention window)
sends a CTS packet and the data communication takes place.
This procedure is repeated until the packet reaches a local
minimum. In this case, the traversal direction is set to counter
clock-wise and the procedure is repeated. Angle-based routing
is terminated and the basic XLP is performed when the packet
reaches a node that is closer to the sink than the node that
initiated the angle-based routing. A sample route found by this
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, where the sink is denoted by s.
Since node a is a local minimum, XLP switches to angle-based
routing mode in clock-wise direction. The packet is routed
towards node c, where the traversal direction is changed and
the packet reaches node d. Since node d is closer to the sink
than node a, the angle-based routing mode is terminated and
packet is forwarded until node e using basic XLP. At node e,

3The constant can be selected according to the latency requirements and
the density of the network.
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Fig. 3. Sample route created by angle-based routing.

a local minimum is reached and angle-based routing mode is
used again. Finally, at node f , this mode is terminated since
node f is closer to the sink than node e. Packet is routed from
node f to the sink s using basic XLP.

The correctness of the angle-based routing protocol can be
proved by proving that no loops are generated. It is well known
that according to the right-hand rule, traversing along a face
prevents loops as long as the next face is correctly chosen [6].
In angle-based routing, nodes select their next hops according
to the minimum angle between themselves and the previous
nodes. This ensures that the packet always traverses on the
edge of the face. Consequently, loops can only be created if
the packet traverses through the initial face back to the initial
sender. However, for this to occur, the packet should coincide
with the direct line between the initial sender and the sink,
which indicates that the packet reaches a node that is closer to
the sink. This is a contradiction since in this case, the protocol
switches to geographical routing and the loops are prevented.

F. Local Cross-Layer Congestion Control

XLP incorporates a new hop-by-hop local cross-layer con-
gestion control component, which is devised based on the
buffer occupancy analysis presented here. The objective of
this component is to perform hop-by-hop congestion control
by exploiting the local information in the receiver-contention
and avoid the need for end-to-end congestion control. It also
exploits the local reliability measures taken by the channel
access functionality and hence, does not necessitate traditional
end-to-end reliability mechanisms.

A sensor node has two duties in WSNs, i.e., source duty and
router duty. Accordingly, we consider two sources of traffic as
an input to the buffer of each node: (1) Generated packets:
The first source is the application layer, i.e., the sensing unit of
a node, which senses the event and generates the data packets
to be transmitted. The rate of the generated packets is denoted
by λii. (2) Relay packets: In addition to generated packets, as
a part of its router duty, a node also receives packets from its
neighbors to be forwarded to the sink due to multi-hop nature
of sensor networks. The rate at which node i receives relay
packets from node j is denoted as λji.

The input rate to the buffer of node i is, hence, the
combination of the input rates of these two types of packets.
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Since the sensor nodes utilize a duty cycle operation, the buffer
occupancy of the nodes build up while they sleep because of
the generated packets unless appropriate actions are taken. The
local cross-layer congestion control component of XLP has
two main measures to regulate the congestion in router duty,
by providing the sensor nodes with the freedom of deciding
whether or not participating in the forwarding of the relay
packets based on the current load on the node, and in source
duty, by explicitly controlling the rate of the generated packets.

We first analyze the upper bound for the total relay packet
rate that will prevent congestion. Accordingly, a decision
bound is derived for local congestion at each node. More
specifically, this bound, denoted by λTh

relay is used in the XLP
initiative determination as presented in (1) in Section III.

The overall input packet rate at the node i, λi, can be
represented as

λi = λii + λi,relay = λii +
∑

j∈N in
i

λji (2)

where λii is the generated packet rate, λji is the relay packet
rate from node j to node i, N in

i is the set of nodes from which
node i receives relay packets, and λi,relay is the overall relay
packet rate of node i. Node i aims to transmit all the packets
in its buffer and hence, the overall output rate of node i is
given by

μi = (1 + ei)(λii + λi,relay) (3)

where ei is the packet error rate and 1 + ei is used to
approximate the retransmission rate since the routes are se-
lected by considering a high SNR value through the initiative
determination process. Note that since the node retransmits the
packets that are not successfully sent, the output rate is higher
than input rate.

According to (2) and (3), in a long enough interval, T∞, the
average time the node i spends in transmitting and receiving
are given by

Trx = λi,relayT∞TPKT ,

Ttx = (1 + ei)(λii + λi,relay)T∞TPKT (4)

respectively, where TPKT is the average duration to transmit a
packet to another node including the medium access overhead.

To prevent congestion at a node, the generated and received
packets should be transmitted during the time the node is
active. Because of the duty cycle operation, on the average, a
node is active δT∞ sec. Therefore,

δT∞ ≥ [(1 + ei)λii + (2 + ei)λi,relay]T∞TPKT . (5)

Consequently, the input relay packet rate, λi,relay is bounded
by

λi,relay ≤ λTh
i,relay , (6)

where the relay rate threshold, λTh
i,relay , is given by

λTh
i,relay =

δ

(2 + ei)TPKT
− 1 + ei

2 + ei
λii . (7)

The above analysis shows that by throttling the input relay
rate, congestion at a node can be prevented. This result
is incorporated into XLP through a hop-by-hop congestion
control mechanism, where nodes participate in routing packets
as long as (6) is satisfied. The implementation of the inequality

in (6) necessitates a node to calculate the parameters ei, TPKT ,
and λii. To this end, the generated packet rate, λii, is easily
extracted from the rate of injected packets from the sensing
boards to the communication module. The packet error rate,
ei, is stored as a moving average of the packet loss rate
encountered by the node. Similarly, TPKT is determined by
using the delay encountered in sending the previous packet by
the node. Consequently, each node updates these values after
a successful or unsuccessful transmission of a packet.

According to (7), the relay rate threshold, λTh
i,relay , is directly

proportional to the duty cycle parameter, δ. This suggests that
the capacity of the network will decrease as δ is reduced.
Moreover, the inequality in (6) ensures that the input relay rate
of source nodes, i.e., nodes with λii > 0, is lower than that
of the nodes that are only relays, i.e., λii = 0. This provides
homogenous distribution of traffic load in the network, where
source nodes relay less traffic.

The inequality given in (6) controls the congestion in the
long term. However, in some cases, the buffer of a node can
still be full due to short term changes in the traffic. To prevent
buffer overflow in these cases, the third inequality in (1) is used
by the nodes to determine their initiative. More specifically,
the inequality β ≤ βmax ensures that the buffer level, β, is
lower than the threshold, βmax, which is the maximum buffer
length of a node. Consequently, if a node’s buffer is full, it
does not participate in communication.

In addition to regulating the relay functionality as discussed
above, the XLP local congestion control component also takes
an active control measure by directly regulating the amount
of traffic generated and injected into the network. During
the receiver-contention mechanism described in Section III-D,
node i may not receive any CTS packets but receive keep alive
packets. In this case, node i decides that there is a congestion
in the network. Then, it reduces its transmission rate by
decreasing the amount of traffic generated by itself. In other
words, since the traffic injected by any node due to its router
duty is controlled based on (6), the active congestion control
is performed by controlling the rate of generated packets λii

at the node i.
In case of congestion, XLP node reduces the rate of

generated packets λii multiplicatively, i.e.,. λii = λii · 1/ν,
where ν is defined to be the transmission rate throttle factor.
If there is no congestion detected, then the packet generation
rate can be increased conservatively to prevent oscillation
in the local traffic load. Therefore, XLP node increases its
generated packet rate linearly for each ACK packet received,
i.e., λii = λii + α. XLP adopts a rather conservative rate
control approach mainly because it has two functionalities to
control the congestion for both the source and the router duties
of a sensor node. As the node decides to take part in the
forwarding based on its buffer occupancy level and relay rate,
it already performs congestion control as a part of the XLP’s
forwarding mechanism. Hence, XLP node does not apply
its active congestion control measures, i.e., linear increase
and multiplicative decrease, to the overall transmission rate.
Instead, only the generated packet rate, λii, is updated.

Since the local congestion control is specific to certain
regions and may not apply to the entire event area, nodes inside
a congested region may reduce their transmission rates and the
overall event reliability may still be met at the sink from the
data from other nodes due to the sheer amount of correlated
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data flows as in [1]. Thus, instead of an inefficient end-to-end
reliability mechanism, the local cross-layer congestion control
exploits the local congestion control and reliability to maintain
high network utilization and overall reliability in a distributed
manner. In fact, this is also clearly observed in the performance
evaluation results as presented in Section IV.

G. XLP Duty Cycle Analysis

XLP employs a distributed duty cycle operation as described
in Section III-B. Hence, the choice of the duty cycle value,
δ, is important for the performance of XLP. Accordingly, we
investigate the effect of duty cycle on the network performance
using an energy consumption analysis. In this respect, the
energy consumed by the network for a packet sent to the
sink as a function of the distance of its source to the sink
is investigated.

The total energy consumed from a source node at distance
D from the sink can be found as

Eflow(D) = Eper hop E[nhops(D)] (8)

where Eper hop is the average energy consumed in one hop
for transmitting a packet, and E[nhops(D)] is the expected hop
count from a source at distance D to the sink. An accurate
approximation for the expected hop count is given in [38] as

E[nhops(D)] � D − Rinf

E[dnext hop]
+ 1 (9)

where E[dnext hop] is the expected hop distance, which we
have previously analyzed and derived in [34], [35] and Rinf

is the approximated transmission range.
The energy consumed in one hop has three components as

given by

Eper hop = ETX + ERX + Eneigh (10)

where ETX is the energy consumed by the node transmitting
the packet, ERX is the energy consumed by the node receiv-
ing the packet, and Eneigh is the energy consumed by the
neighbors of both transmitter and the receiver nodes. Similar
energy consumption analysis has also been performed in the
literature in a node-centric manner, which require assumptions
for the generated traffic, e.g., [29], [38]. On the other hand, the
effect of neighbor nodes has not been considered [14]. In our
analysis, we investigate the energy consumption to transmit a
single packet to the sink with the effect of neighbor nodes,
which provides a clearer insight into the energy consumption.

To successfully transmit the packet, a pair of nodes need to
complete the four-way handshaking. Assume that the distance
between the pair of nodes is dh = E[dnext hop]. Moreover, the
probability to successfully receive a data packet and a control
packet at this distance are pD

s (dh) and pC
s (dh), respectively.4

When a transmitter node sends an RTS packet, it is received
by the receiver node with probability pC

s (dh) and the node
replies with a CTS packet. If the CTS packet is received (also
with probability pC

s (dh)), the transmitter node sends a DATA
packet, and the communication is concluded with an ACK
packet. In every failure event, the node begins retransmission.

4We reasonably assume that the length of RTS, CTS and ACK packets are
the same.

Therefore, the expected energy consumed by the transmitting
node, ETX , is

ETX =
K

(pC
s )3pD

s

, (11)

where

K = Esense + (pC
s )2

[
ER

tx + EC
wait + EC

rx

]
+

(
1 − (

pC
s

)2
)

EC
t/o +

(
pC

s )
)3

pD
s

[
ED

tx + EA
rx

]
+

(
pC

s

)2
(1 − pC

s pD
s )EA

t/o

and Esense is the energy consumption spent for sensing the
region, Ex

tx and Ex
rx are the packet transmission and reception

energies spent for packets, where the superscripts R, C, D,
A refer to RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK packets, respectively.
ECTS

wait is the expected energy consumption for waiting for a
receiver CTS, and Et/o is the energy consumed before the
transmitter node times out, deciding that a suitable relay node
does not exist. The two terms in (11), EC

wait and EC
t/o, are the

only system dependent terms. The expected waiting time for
the next hop EC

wait is calculated next.
According to the discussion in Section III-D, on the average,

each node in priority region, Ai, waits for CWi/2 in its
priority slot in addition to waiting for the previous priority
slots. Denoting the probability that the next hop for node i,
Ni, exists in Ak by Pi = P{Ni = j, s.t. j ∈ Ak}, the
average waiting time for the next hop is given by

EC
wait = erx

{
NP∑
i=1

[(
i−1∑
k=1

CWk

)
+

CWi

2

]
Pi

}
, (12)

where

Pi =
(
1 − p[A(γi−1),ξT h]

)
p[A(γi),ξT h] , (13)

p[A(γi),ξT h] = 1−pi, pi is given in (12) in [34], [35], erx is the
energy consumption for receiving and γk is maximum distance
from the sink for nodes in Ak. Using the same approach,
the energy consumption of the receiver node can be found
as shown in (14).

The last term in (10), Eneigh, is the energy consumed by
the neighbors of the transmitter and the receiver nodes, which
is expressed in (15). The first term in the parenthesis in (15)
is the energy consumption of the neighbors of the transmitter
node, which consume energy for RTS packet reception. The
second term models the remaining neighbors of the receiver
nodes that listen only to the CTS message sent by the receiver
node.

Finally, the probability that a packet is received is given by
[40]

ps =
(
1 − 1

2
e−

ξ
1.28

)16l

(16)

where Mica2 architecture is assumed with Manchester encod-
ing, ξ is the received SNR, and l is the packet length in bits,
which is lC and lD for pC

s and pD
s , respectively.

Using (11), (14), (15), and (16) in (10), the overall en-
ergy consumption of a flow can be found. Using numerical
integration methods, the effect of distance, D, on the energy
consumption of a flow is found and shown in Fig. 4. Con-
sidering Fig. 4, energy consumption of a flow is minimal
for δ ∼ 0.002. However, in relatively small sized networks
of < 1000 nodes, this operating point may not provide
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ERX =
1

(pC
s )3pD

s

{
ER

rx + EC
wait + EC

tx + ED
rx + EA

rx

}
(14)

ENeigh =
1

(pC
s )2pD

s

{
ρδ(πR2

inf − 2)pC
s ER

rx +
(
ρδA(D,Rinf , D) − 2

)(
EC

wait + EC
rx +

ED
rx

2

)}
(15)
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Fig. 4. Avg. energy consumption vs. duty cycle for different values of D.

connectivity in the network. On the other hand, note also that
the energy consumption has a local minima around δ = 0.2.
We will also show by comprehensive performance evaluations
in Section IV that, this value is a suitable operating point for
XLP in terms of energy efficiency.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To gain more insight into the protocol operation, we first in-
vestigate the effects of XLP parameters on the overall network
performance. Then, we present a comparative study between
XLP and five different layered protocol suites consisting of
state-of-the-art protocols and a cross-layer protocol. Finally,
we discuss the overall communication complexity of these
solutions. We evaluate XLP and various protocol suites in a
cross-layer simulator (XLS) developed at our laboratory in
C++. XLS consists of a realistic channel model based on
[40] and ns-2 and an event-driven simulation engine. The
channel errors, packet collisions, and the energy consumption
at the transceiver are accurately modeled based on ns-2. We
present simulation results for a sensor topology of 300 nodes
randomly deployed in a 100x100 m2 sensor field. The sink is
located at the coordinates (80,80). The simulation parameters
for both sensor nodes and the communication suites are given
in Table I. In each simulation, an event occurs in an event
area located at coordinates (20,20) with an event radius of
20m. Each source node reports its event information to the
sink. To investigate the effect of duty cycle, each simulation
is performed for duty cycle values of δ ∈ [0.1, 1]. Each
simulation lasts for 300s and the average of ten trials for each
of ten different random topologies are shown along with their
95% confidence intervals.

In the evaluations, we investigate the following performance
metrics:
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Fig. 5. Route Failure Rate for XLP with and without angle-based routing.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Re-tx. Limit 7 Pt 5 dBm

ν 2 PL(d0) 55 dB
α 0.125 Pn -105 dBm

Buffer Length 30 d0 1m
lcontrol 20 bytes n 3
ldata 100 bytes σ 3.8

Frame Length 5s Tcoherence 16 ms
Energy Threshold 100 μJ Erx 13.5 mW

ξTh 10 dB Etx 24.75 mW
Tsss 5s Esleep 15 μW

• Throughput is the number of bits per second received at
the sink. In calculating this metric, only unique packets
are considered since multiple copies of a packet can be
received at the sink for certain protocols.

• Goodput is the ratio between the total number of unique
packets received at the sink and the total number of pack-
ets sent by all the source nodes. As a result, the overall
communication reliability of the suites is investigated.

• Energy Efficiency is the most important metric in WSNs.
We consider the average energy consumption per unique
packet that is received at the sink, which can be consid-
ered as the inverse of energy efficiency. Hence, a lower
value refers to a more energy efficient communication.

• Number of Hops is the number of hops each received
packet traverses to reach the sink. This metric is used to
evaluate the routing performance of each suite.

• Latency is the time it passes between the time a packet
is generated at a source node and the time it is received
at the sink. This delay accounts for the queuing delay
and the contention delay at the nodes as well as specific
protocol operation overhead.
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Fig. 6. (a) Average throughput and (b) average goodput vs. duty cycle for different values of ξTh.

A. XLP Parameters
The parameters that affect the XLP operation are the angle-

based routing, SNR threshold, ξTh, and duty cycle, δ. We
present the effects of these parameters on the XLP perfor-
mance in this section.

The effect of angle-based routing is shown in Fig. 5,
where the route failure rate vs. duty cycle parameter δ is
shown for XLP with and without angle-based routing. In these
experiments, a snapshot of the network is considered and the
routes are found considering this topology. The route failure
is the ratio of the number of unsuccessful routes between each
nodes in the network and the number of all possible routes.
The results show that route failure rate increases as the duty
cycle parameter δ is decreased. On the other hand, angle-
based routing limits the route failure rate to less than 10%
for δ ≥ 0.3. This leads to up to 70% decrease in failure rate.
Note that the failure rate of XLP with angle-based routing also
increases as δ is further decreased since the probability that at
any given time the network is partitioned increases.

In Fig. 6 (a), the total throughput received at the sink is
shown. The x-axis shows the duty cycle, δ, and the throughput
is shown for different SNR threshold, ξTh, values. The net-
work throughput increases as the duty cycle, δ, is increased.
An increase in the duty cycle results in an increase in the
number of nodes that are active at a given time. Consequently,
the capacity of the network increases. This fact is also evident
from our buffer occupancy analysis in Section III-F. The
effect of the SNR threshold, ξth, is also shown in Fig. 6
(a). The first curve in the figure, i.e., No ξTh, is the case
where the first condition in (1) is not implemented. In other
words, nodes contend for participating in routing irrespective
of the received SNR value. It can be observed that, increasing
the SNR threshold, ξTh, improves the network throughput
upto a certain ξTh. Above this value, the network throughput
degrades. This shows that a very conservative operation of
XLP leads to performance degradation.

In Fig. 6 (b), the goodput performance is shown. Accord-
ingly, XLP provides reliability above 90% for δ ≥ 0.2 and
ξTh ≤ 10dB. The decrease in goodput at δ = 0.1, is due to the
fact that the connectivity of the network cannot be maintained
at all times. Moreover, for ξTh = 15dB, the goodput decreases
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Fig. 7. Average latency vs. duty cycle for different values of ξTh.

to 0.7 as the duty cycle is decreased. This is due to the
fact that potential receivers with the desired channel quality
cannot be found and the reliability of the XLP degrades. For
high duty cycle (δ > 0.7), a slight decrease in goodput is
observed for ξTh < 15dB. This accounts for the increased
contention in the network since higher number of nodes are
active for participation in routing at a given time. In the case
for ξTh = 15dB, since fewer number of nodes are selected
for contention in participation, collisions are limited and the
goodput is not affected.

In Fig. 7, the end-to-end latency is shown, which reveals
that increasing SNR threshold, ξTh, improves the end-to-end
latency performance up to a certain ξTh value. ξTh = 10dB
results in the lowest latency. It is also interesting to note that
there is a suitable operating point for duty cycle, δ, considering
end-to-end latency (δ ∼ 0.6). Above this value, end-to-end
delay starts to increase because of the increase in receiver
based contention. Since for all above performance metrics,
ξTh = 10dB results in the most efficient performance, we use
this value in the following comparative evaluations.
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B. Comparative Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of the XLP
with five different layered protocol architectures and a cross-
layer protocol. We first identify the protocol configurations im-
plemented in our study along with the implementation issues.
Then, we present the results of our comparative evaluation
for networks with and without duty cycle operation. The
complexity issues are also discussed.

1) Protocol Configurations: The protocol configurations
implemented for the comparative evaluation are as follows:

Flooding: This configuration serves as the baseline for the
other configurations. Each node broadcasts its packet and the
nodes that are closer to the sink rebroadcast this packet until
it reaches the sink. At the MAC layer, CSMA type broadcast
mechanism is used. No retransmission mechanism is used. At
the transport layer, packets are injected at a constant rate and
no rate control is used. The results shown include the unique
packets received at the sink.

[GEO]: Geographical Routing + CC-MAC + ESRT: This
protocol configuration is composed of ESRT [1], geographical
routing [28], and CC-MAC [33] at transport, routing, and
MAC layers, respectively. The CC-MAC protocol is imple-
mented using rcorr = 7m, and TSSS = 5s. For routing,
distance-based blacklisting [28] is used such that the nodes
in the farthest 20% of the radio range are blacklisted and the
next closest node to the sink is selected as the next hop.

[PRR]: PRR-based Geographical Routing + CC-MAC +
ESRT: This protocol configuration is similar to GEO with
the exception that the routing decisions are based on the
channel quality of each node with its neighbors. The channel
quality is measured in terms of the packet reception rate
(PRR) as discussed in [28]. The node that maximizes the
PRR×geographical advancement product is selected as the
next hop.

[PRR-SMAC]: PRR-based Geographical Routing +
SMAC + ESRT: This protocol configuration is similar to PRR
with the MAC layer replaced by the SMAC protocol [36]. In
this configuration, the duty cycle operation proposed in [36]
is implemented instead of the distributed duty cycle operation.

[DD-RMST]: Directed Diffusion + RMST: This case
consists of RMST [30], directed diffusion [16], and CSMA
scheme. The RMST protocol is implemented with hop-by-
hop recovery and caching, and no link-layer ARQ is used at
the link layer as presented in [30]. DD-RMST is used in the
comparative evaluations for operation without duty cycle, i.e.,
δ = 1.

[ALBA-R]: The cross-layer ALBA-R protocol [5] is also
included in the analysis since it represents many of the state-
of-the-art concepts in cross-layer communication in WSNs and
has been shown to outperform the MACRO protocol [11].
Since ALBA-R does not consider rate control, three different
traffic rates are investigated: λ = {3, 4, 6.25} pkts/s with a
Poisson traffic according to [5]. Maximum values for QPI and
GPI are selected as 20 and 3, respectively, since 20 is the buffer
length and 3 is also employed in [5]. The rainbow mechanism
uses 4 colors and the results after this mechanism converges
are shown.

XLP: Our proposed cross layer protocol (XLP) is imple-
mented according to the protocol description in Section III
with SNR threshold ξTh = 10dB.

It is important to note that the existing protocols that we
have implemented in the layered suites are usually proposed
considering only their related layers with reasonable assump-
tions about the other layers. As an example, in the geograph-
ical routing protocol [28], each node is assumed to know the
locations of its neighbors. However, the actual implementation
and operation of such an information exchange procedure is
important especially when comparing these solutions to the
proposed XLP solution. In that sense, XLP does not require
that a node has location knowledge about each of its neighbors.
Instead, each node participates in communication according to
its own location. Consequently, such an explicit information
exchange between each neighbor is not required in XLP.
In conventional geographical routing protocols, however, this
constitutes a major overhead in terms of both communication
and storage. Moreover, since duty cycle is deployed in our
solution, each neighbor of a node may not always be active.
Hence, in order for each protocol to work together in the
protocol suites, we have made the following implementation
modifications.

Accordingly, in GEO, PRR, and PRR-SMAC, each node
broadcasts a beacon to inform its position and the remaining
time to sleep. This beacon is sent at the beginning of each sleep
frame when a node wakes up. Each neighbor that receives this
beacon determines that the specific node will be active for the
duration specified in the beacon. In the case of PRR and PRR-
SMAC, this beacon also serves as a channel quality indicator.
To optimize the network performance, in GEO and PRR, the
beacons are piggybacked if there is a packet in the queue. In
PRR-SMAC, a pairwise cross-layering is used and the routing
beacons are sent with the SYNC packets. Similarly, SYNC
packets are piggybacked if there is a packet in the queue.

We have indicated that DD-RMST is used only for operation
without duty cycle, i.e., δ = 1, since neither directed diffusion
nor RMST considers duty cycle operation [16], [30]. There-
fore, the DD-RMST protocol configuration is evaluated only
for δ = 1 and shown as a single point in the figures for fairness
and completeness of the evaluations.

We next present the results for operation with duty cycle,
by changing the duty cycle δ from 0.1 to 1 in Section IV-B2.
The lines for each protocol is shifted slightly from each other
with respect to the original duty cycle values (x-axis) to clearly
show the confidence intervals. We represent the results for the
evaluated protocols selectively to improve clarity in the figures.

2) Results: In Fig. 8 (a), the throughput comparison is
presented. The throughput achieved by XLP is up to 55%
higher than that of the layered protocol suites. This shows the
clear advantage of using a cross-layer approach that governs
the functionalities of three traditional layers. In the layered
protocol suites, the cross-layer information is not efficiently
exploited for each functionality. For example, in PRR and
PRR-SMAC, route selection is only performed based on lo-
cation information and link quality, whereas the congestion
level at a specific node is not considered. Another important
result emerges in the comparison between XLP, PRR, and
PRR-SMAC. PRR uses CC-MAC at the MAC layer. CC-MAC
results in smaller number of nodes to send information as
a representative of all the nodes in that area [33]. However,
SMAC [36] does not exploit this property and all the nodes
inside an event area send information to the sink. This results
in almost 3-times increase in the number of source nodes.
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Fig. 8. (a) Average throughput and (b) average goodput vs. duty cycle for different values of ξTh.

The higher throughput value of PRR-SMAC compared to
PRR can be explained with this fact. However, XLP still
outperforms PRR-SMAC in terms of total throughput although
fewer number of nodes send information, which shows that
the network capacity is exploited in a more efficient manner.

ALBA-R provides up to 40% higher throughput compared
to XLP, when the duty cycle value and the data rate are low:
δ ≤ 0.2 and λ = 3 pkts/s, respectively. When the duty cycle is
low, the possibility of finding an active next hop at a given time
interval decreases. Since ALBA-R is a more persistent protocol
because of the longer QPI and GPI scanning mechanism,
this protocol can establish routes when the traffic rate is low.
However, since the network cannot accommodate higher rates
at low duty cycle values and ALBA-R does not provide a
rate control mechanism, throughput is lower for higher traffic
rates. For duty cycle values δ > 0.3, however, XLP more than
doubles the througput achieved by ALBA-R. This is mainly
because of the significant delay incurred at each hop because
of the scanning mechanism. XLP, on the other hand, has a
fixed delay for relay contention. Moreover, as the traffic rate
increases from 3 to 6.25 pkts/s, the throughput of ALBA-R is
halved. As the traffic load increases, the average QPI values
of the nodes in the network increases. Consequently, a node
spends larger amount of time for scanning the QPI values until
a suitable neighbor is found. On the other hand, XLP employs
an hop-by-hop congestion control mechanism to select nodes
with lower queue occupancy in a shorter time. If the network
becomes congested, traffic load is relieved through the source
rate control mechanism.

Note that the total throughput achieved by the DD-RMST
is significantly lower than XLP (∼ 3.7 times), PRR-SMAC
(∼ 2.4 times), and PRR (∼ 2.3 times), and comparable to
Flooding (not shown [2]). This is due to two main reasons.
First, the additional traffic created for recovering the lost pack-
ets increases the contention and decreases the capacity of the
network. Second, the control packets of directed diffusion, i.e.,
the interest and exploratory packets, constitute a significant
amount of traffic due to their broadcast nature.

The goodput is shown in Fig. 8 (b), where DD-RMST,
ALBA-R, and XLP are shown since they consistently provide
higher goodput than other protocols. Irrespective of the duty
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Fig. 9. Average energy consumption per packet vs. duty cycle for different
values of ξTh.

cycle value, δ, both cross-layer protocols, XLP and ALBA-
R (λ = 3) provide goodput higher than 90%. The cross-
layer communication paradigm of the XLP that is adaptive
to the network topology enables such high performance even
when the network operates at low duty cycle. This can also
be observed for the ALBA-R protocol. Coupled with the high
throughput of XLP as shown in Fig. 8 (a), our cross-layer
approach enables highly efficient communication. Moreover,
DD-RMST provides 100% reliability while XLP and ALBA-
R results in a reliability of 94% and 93%, respectively, for
operation without duty cycle, i.e., δ = 1. Note that RMST
protocol uses hop-by-hop recovery with negative acknowledg-
ments to request missing packets. On the other hand, XLP
aims to first prevent link losses by constructing non-congested,
high quality paths and then ensures high reliability by hop-
by-hop ARQ technique. ALBA-R also employs a similar
approach by selecting nodes with lower traffic load as next
hop. This approach results in reliability comparable to RMST
at a significantly lower cost as we will discuss next. ALBA-R
also results in 5% higher goodput for δ = 0.1 and λ ≤ 4 pkts/s.
This is related to the higher persistency of the protocol than
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Fig. 10. (a) Average hop count, and (b) average latency vs. duty cycle for layered protocol suites and XLP.

XLP. However, as the traffic load increases, goodput of ALBA-
R decreases by 5%-25% because of the lack of congestion
control and the corresponding buffer overflows. Since source
nodes do not throttle the injected traffic, intermediate nodes
start to drop these packets if they cannot find next hop with
QPI < QPImax. Since it results in the best performance,
we show the results for λ = 3 pkts/s for ALBA-R in the
following figures but note that it is an important challenge for
the ALBA-R protocol to find the suitable traffic rate.

The decrease in reliability for the other layered protocol
suites is mainly because of the significant number of packet
drops due to retransmission timeouts [2].5 This suggests that
nodes cannot find their intended next hops due to either
low channel quality or because the intended nodes switch to
sleep state before receiving any packets. This is exacerbated
especially in the case of low duty cycle. As a result, the
reliability of the network is significantly hampered.

In Fig. 9, the energy consumption per packet is shown,
where the values for GEO and PRR at δ = 0.1 are not shown
since no packets are received at the sink. XLP consumes 28%-
66% less energy per packet compared to the most energy
efficient layered protocol suite, PRR-SMAC. Similarly, XLP
is 14%-54% more energy efficient compared to ALBA-R
for duty cycle values (δ ≥ 0.2). This difference is mainly
because of the periodic broadcast of beacon packets in GEO
and PRR, and SYNC packets in PRR-SMAC. Furthermore,
the significant percentage of retransmission timeouts indicate
significant energy wastage due to packets that cannot be
transmitted to the sink. Since the network and MAC layers
operate independently, a node chosen by the routing layer
cannot be reached by the MAC protocol immediately due to
the duty cycle operation. This delay leads to increased energy
consumption.

An interesting result is the 3-fold higher energy consump-
tion of DD-RMST compared to XLP. Although this config-
uration provides 100% reliability as shown in Fig. 8 (b),
the layered structure of the routing, transport, and MAC
functionalities results in a high penalty. The routing layer, i.e.,
directed diffusion, incurs significant amount of overhead in

5Not shown here for space considerations.

order to maintain end-to-end paths between sources and the
destination. On the contrary, XLP employs an adaptive routing
technique that provides an energy efficient path in terms of
both link quality and energy consumption distribution.

ALBA-R results in 32% lower energy consumption for
δ = 0.1 compared to XLP. However, for increasing δ, energy
consumption is up to 54% higher than XLP. As the duty cycle
increases, the number of active nodes increases. As a result,
due to continuous polling of QPI values, the neighbors of a
node consume higher amount of energy. Furthermore, since
the probability of finding nodes with the same QPI increases,
these nodes also go through GPI scanning. Although ALBA-R
aims to transmit multiple packets after a next hop is found,
the cost of finding the next hop is higher. Instead, XLP re-
solves contention by the integration of next hop determination
mechanism to the backoff mechanism of the contending nodes,
which results in higher energy efficiency. Another important
observation from Fig. 9 is that the energy consumption per
packet for XLP has a minimum at δ = 0.2. This is consistent
with the mathematical analysis provided in Section III-G.

The advantages of using a separate routing layer in the
layered protocol suites can be seen from Fig. 10 (a), where
the average hop count is shown. GEO, PRR, PRR-SMAC,
and DD-RMST result in fewer number of hops than XLP.
This is due to the fact that the routing algorithms in these
layered protocol suites aim to find the smallest number of
hops. Moreover, XLP results in 2%-12% more number of hops
than ALBA-R when the duty cycle is high (δ ≥ 0.8). This
result may be incorporated as a disadvantage of XLP when
only routing layer is taken into account. However, the overall
performance of XLP reveals that maximizing routing layer
performance alone does not provide efficient communication
in WSNs. In other words, while smaller number of hops might
be optimal in terms of routing efficiency, other effects such
as link quality, contention level, congestion level, and overall
energy consumption necessitate a cross-layer approach in route
selection for overall efficiency.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 10 (b), XLP provides end-to-
end latency comparable to Flooding and GEO. Furthermore,
ALBA-R results in up to ∼ 2.8 times higher latency, which is
also reported in [5]. Fig. 10 (b) also clearly shows the tradeoff
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of DD-RMST in achieving high reliability. This configuration
results in significantly high latency values due to end-to-end
reliability mechanism. Note that the end-to-end latency of XLP
more than doubles for low δ. This is due to the fact that sender
nodes cannot find any neighbors that satisfy the constraints in
(1) discussed in Section III. Nevertheless, this is still within
8% of the latency provided by ALBA-R.

3) Implementation Complexity: In addition to the perfor-
mance of our XLP module in terms of network metrics, the
complexity and implementation issues of cross-layer design
are also important. In this section, we provide a qualitative
comparison of cross-layer design and layered protocol archi-
tectures implemented in our simulation environment.

One of the major advantages of cross-layer design for
communication protocols is the implementation efficiency. In
a traditional layered protocol architecture, each layer has clear
boundaries. This layered structure leads to computation delays
due to the sequential handling of a packet. For example, in
TinyOS [41], each layer has to wait for the lower layers to
process the packet since a single buffer is used for a packet
for all layers. XLP, however, blends the functionalities of
traditional medium access, routing, and congestion control into
a unified cross-layer communication module by considering
physical layer and channel effects. Hence, these functionalities
are performed as a whole and overall protocol efficiency can
be improved using XLP.

In addition to the simulation performance, the implemen-
tation issues are also important for a complete comparison.
As explained in Section III, XLP does not require any tables
or extra buffer space for routing and congestion control
functionalities. The routing is performed based on receiver
initiatives, which eliminates the need for a routing table at
each node. The implementation of XLP is both simple and
compact. On the other hand, in PRR-SMAC, SMAC protocol
maintains schedule table for each of one-hop neighbors to
provide synchronized sleeping cycles. Similarly, in DD-RMST,
at the routing layer, each node has to implement reinforcement
table for each source indicating the next hop in the reinforced
path. In case a node is a source node, it also has to keep track
of multiple neighbors which has a path to the sink for ex-
ploratory messages. At the transport layer, RMST [30] requires
a separate queue to cache data locally to support loss recovery
at all hops. These requirements, due to either layered operation
of the protocol stack or the internal protocol structure at each
layer, places burden in memory space for communication in
sensor nodes. Compared to the layered protocol stacks, ALBA-
R requires significantly smaller code space because of the
cross-layer MAC/routing operation. However, compared to
XLP, ALBA-R necessitates large state information to be stored
in each node because of the QPI and GPI scanning process.

The extra space required by the communication stacks limits
the available space to develop new applications for sensor
networks. On the other hand, the careful use of code space and
cross-layer implementation of communication functionalities
in XLP provides a more efficient operation in WSNs. When
coupled with the noticeably better communication perfor-
mance as discussed in IV-B2, XLP becomes a successful
candidate for communication protocols in WSNs.

V. CONCLUSION

Recently, cross-layering in designing a communication stack
such that state information flows throughout the stack has been
investigated. Recent work on WSNs [13], [15] also reveals
that cross-layer integration techniques result in significant
energy gains. In this paper, we propose a novel initiative
determination concept that allows many communication and
networking functionalities be implemented in a single proto-
col. Accordingly, the cross-layer protocol (XLP) is proposed
to provide the functionalities of medium access, routing, and
congestion control. Based on the initiative determination con-
cept, XLP serves as a proof of concept and performs receiver-
based contention, initiative-based forwarding, local congestion
control, and distributed duty cycle operation to realize efficient
and reliable communication in WSNs. Analytical performance
evaluation and simulation experiment results show that XLP
significantly improves the communication performance and
outperforms the traditional layered protocol architectures in
terms of both network performance and implementation com-
plexity.

The ultimate goal in the cross-layer design techniques is
to develop a single communication module that is responsible
for the functionalities of each networking layer. The initiative
determination concept developed in this work is the first step in
this approach to replace the entire traditional layered protocol
architecture that has been used so far in WSNs so that both the
information and the functionalities of traditional communica-
tion layers are blended in a single module. Consequently, the
future work for our research include the investigation of var-
ious networking functionalities such as adaptive modulation,
error control, and topology control in a cross-layer fashion to
develop a unified cross-layer communication module.
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